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Article 11

VU. REVIEWS
Slusser, Mary Shepherd. Nepal Mandala- A Cultural Study of the Kathmandu Valley. 2 Vols . Princeton :
1982
Princeton University Press . Maps, dra wings a nd pla ns , 1 color plate , 600 bla ck a nd
white pla tes,appendices, bibliogra phy , index . xix, 491 pp. $1 25.00
Reviewed by:

Ronald M. Bernie r
University of Colorado

In plate 500 of this long- awaited study, Dipankar a Buddha is shown by Mary Shepherd Slusser in the form
of an over life- sized portable sculpture and "mask," with man inside, walking down a Bhaktapur street at
the time of the Panch- dan festival. Like this remarkable photograph, Nepal Mandala, the product of
nearly 15 years of research in Nepal, presents works of art and architecture in the full context of human
life, land, and time. It is a precisely documented reference work and a remarkable account of history,
but it is also a lively study that brings together the earthly and heavenly occupants of the Nepalese
universe . It shows the interrelationship of gods and men within clearly defined boundaries of the
uni versa! scheme of things: the blessed maQ<jala that is believed to symbolically enclose the valley of
Kathmandu, the essential "Nepal" of many of the country's citizens even today. Cities and towns that
are part of this sacred geography bound by ritual circumambulation and traced by the remnants of city
walls receive often mystical reference, like the secret realm of Shambala, but Kathmandu Valley is real.
The reality of Kathmandu and its neighboring settlements is conveyed by the author from a background
in anthropology that serves her well. She records life passage ceremonies to relate past and present in
the still medieval society ("A newly tonsured 'monk' cheerfully submits to the bare chuyegu, the rite by
means of which he is integrated into his caste", plate 487), or as she recalls the loving treatment of
respected presences (Under lowering skies, one of Matsyendranatha's attendants displays the god's rainmaking shirt from his chariot", plate 599). Mary Shepherd Slusser is uniquely qualified to tell the story
from many directions after years of tireless record- keeping, translation, photography, compilation and
even cleaning of images and inscriptions, and participation in private and public events. She has lived
the astrological and religious calendar; she has sought the counsel of priests and scholars; she has
literally uncovered the physical heritage of Nepal with care and esteem . Times have changed since she
began her work in 1965, and no other outsider is better qualified to assess the effects of rapid
modernization and internationalization in a country that was without tourists 30 years ago. But more
important is that her account of the preserved past is evocative and fresh.
The survey moves from the broad subject that is labelled "Dramatis Personae: The Mortals, to
Settlement and Structures", to "Dramatis Personae: The Immortals." This order frames solid evidence
of human belief in art between political developments and religious doctrine. Historical progression is
supported by an appendix on Calendars and Eras, while structural monuments are identified with
reference to fine maps and quality architectural renderings. Building types are codified and defined,
some for the first time. And a superb photographic record of 600 plates is closely coordinated with the
text, although by high contrast printing that sometimes loses fine detail in areas of black. A frontispiece
in 20th century hot color presents a map of the valley as part of a circle-within-square painting that
equates "Nepal Mandala" with divine Center and Cosmic Axis. The rendition is slick, but the term
NepalamaoQala is traced by the text to Licchavi inscriptions of the 7th/8th centuries A.D. (p. 9).
The only true predecessor to this monumental study is the much respected Le Nepal by Sylvain Levi,
published as three volumes in Par is, 1905- 1908 . But while Levi had only 50 inscriptions to support his
analysis of the important Licchavi period, for example, nearly 200 records have now been translated and
published. Mary Shepherd Slusser is the first westerner to make extensive use of these, as she constructs
a history of Licchavi rule from 300 to 879 A.D. She looks closely at the relationship of the Licchavis and
the Newars, noting tha t the name Newar is first recorded only in 1654. This second point is taken from
D.R. Regmi while speculation on the first point is borrowed in part from D. Vajracharya to provide early
evidence of the ways in which this study is cooperative; it is the most significant effort ye t to integrate
traditional Nepalese scholarship with western research methods and interpretation . Local journals that
are brought to attention include Purpim~, Itiha sa-samsodhana, Abhilekha- samgraha, and Aitihasikapatrasamgraha; they are essent ia l t o this project .
•
'
Troubling historical questions are provided with full or partial answers as the author treats such subjects
as contact between the early Licchavis and the powers of the Abhira and Gopala Guptas (who were not
part of the classic Gupta Empire of 320- 650 A.D;) and Chinese communication of the mid-7th century.
There is a complex recording of a period of Tibetan control over Nepal during the time of King Srongbrtsan- sgam- po and soon after the 7th century reign of t he Licchavi King Amsuvarman. The traditional
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Tibetan story of the marriage of Bhrikuti, a Nepalese princess who came to be sainted as a manifestation
of Ta ra , to the great ruler of Tibet is not discounte d although "it is most unlike ly that she was
Arpsuvarman's daughter, since he had bee n dead for twenty years , but more probably the daughter of the
reigning king" (p. 33). Earjy works of art illuminate such historical considerations, including a 6th
century stone sculpture of Sakyamuni and bodhisattvas from Chapat- t ol in Patan (plate 459), a superb
bronze im age of Sakya muni now called the "Blacksmith's Queen" in the shrine of Vajrayogini in Sankhu
and ascribed to the II th century (plate 45 8), a nd painte d ~ and paubha banners of late me dieval origin
that are shown only briefly at bahi- dyo:.. boyegu festival times (plate 508). It is to the reader's great
benefit that when an obscure sculpture like that of Guita- naki who is "believed to have given alms to the
Buddha as he passed through the Patan streets" is briefly shown looking out from its balcony at Guita-tol
in Patan, Mary Shepherd Slusser is in the streets looking back (plate 502). Art is "discovered" in this
account, from a rarely seen stone carving of Kaliyadamana ~f~r'a dating to the 7th century in the in the
Hanuman Dhoka Palace (plates 404- 405) to a 6th century Brahma relief on Chapagaon (plate 432) to a
giant Sakyamuni of clay at Buddhabari , Kathmandu, f rom the 18th or 19th century (plate 481). Special
attention is given to votive caitya monum e nts that are found carved of stone all over the valley and
dated to Licchavi times by epigraphic evidence as well as stylistic development.
Not all artistic measures belong to Buddhist or Hindu themes; there is also explanation of Islamic
elements in Nepalese culture. These include Mughal- influenced e rotic paintings in albums, and domes
that are incorporated into sikhara structures, like the Vi~r:'u temple of K~i:lamocana that was built in 1974
on the river in Kathmandu (plate 214). Persian and Arabic elements in Newari language are noted, yet it
is rather surprising that while defining an international network of art and trade little attention is given
to Aniko, the 13th bronze master from Nepal who was made director of imperial manufacturers in the
court of Kublai Khan. Presumably this is because IUs story is already well- known.
The new age of the Shah Period, beginning in 1769 with the military triumphs of Prithvi Narayan Shah of
Gorkha, is concisely and effectively summarized as the beginning of the Nepal nation. The palaces of
the Rana aristocracy, a last major political power before the Shah restoration in 1951, float through the
narrative like ungainly icebergs, dream- like memories of Europe that are in need of separate study for
the anomalies that they are.
Nepal Mandala presents cultural anthropology on a foundation of archaeology, especially surface finds
that are often the author's own discoveries . For example, stone columns and decorated sills of earliest
recorded time are shown to have been re-used to construct a stairway to Kailasa, Pasupatinatha (plate
289), and a well preserved stone carving of Uma- MaheS"vara, recovered from the Tukucha river and later
stolen, is assigned to the 3rd or 4th century (plate 350). Hadigaon and Deopatan are investigated along
with Patan, Kathmandu, and Bhaktapur with such ongoing questions as regard the location of
AmS'uvarman's lost palace. The temple compound of Changu Narayana is referred to repeatedly, for its
sculptural wealth as well as its important pillar inscription of King Ma nadeva I in 464 A.D., and because
such finds are used thematically, the book is best read in its entirety rather than used only as an
encyclopedic resource.
The cultural index of this study is Newar society, especially that of the Jyapu or farming class, as
differentiated from the Parvatiya people of the hills . Secular and sacred structures of one storey or
more are generally identified as "Newar style". They are trabeated buildings made of brick and wood,
and a remarkable 19th century banner painting from Guita- tol, Patan, records a nine-roof structure that
once crowned Guita- bahil (plate 186). Indian architectural manuals that have long been known in Nepal
are noted, as the special characteristics of indigenous vihara and mat.ha design are described. The
functions of the bahal and bahil are differe nti ated along with the bah~d as viha ra types, and precise
architectural drawings illulstrate the categories. By choice, little attention is given to decorative
elements of architecture, but the broad study is st ill a suitable framework for the author's specialized
discussions, published elsewhere, of such monuments as the temple of Indresvara Mahadeva (late 13th
century A.D.) in Panauti and Kasthamandapa sattal (before 1143 A.D.) in Kathmandu. These are listed in
the exhaustive bibliogra phy.
••
-Licchavi and Malia building patterns are proven to be continuous in this work to provide continuity across
a puzzling transition period from 879- 1200 A.D.
Some statements about architecture remain
controversial, such as t he revival of a reference by Hermann Goetz t o an "amazing affinity" of temple
designs in Brahmor a nd Nepal, but common de bts to classical Gupta patterns are well documented .
Pratihara influence is a variable , however, and Raj put elements require further definition in the
mountain arts. A solid contribution is the delineation of city wall boundaries that once defined the major
valley towns, with the best maps and city plans that have apeared since the publication of The Physical
Development Plan for the Kathmandu Va lley by His Maj esty's Government of Nepal in 1969. The reader
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is directed to important research in town planning and social cohesin by Niels Gutschow wi t h Bernard
Kilver, Ge rhard Auer, Krishna Prasad Shrestha, and Mana bajra Bajracharya.
Amid the wealth of historical, sociological, and stylistic documentation, t he good humor of the author
comes through. She refers to European- style animals that attend Uko- bahal in Patan as "NYC Public
Librar y lions" (plate 161), a nd t he Sanskrit inscr ipt ion in Gupta /Licchavi c haracters at Changu Narayana
that can be read by only a few scholars is described as "better as a backrest" for the Hindu priest who
leans against it (plate 48). The immediacy of the writer's involvement with art leads her also to broad
conclusions, as when she explains the benign demeanor of bloody goddesses as being due to the Nepali
artists' reluctance to show the exalted females as grotesque, even when Tantric literature demands
loathsome forms (p. 291). Human sacrifice in Nepal is discussed with unusual candor (pp. 337-340).
The author points the way for all kinds of future investigation by statements such as one reference to the
valley's living goddesses: "the potential for psychological studies in Kaumaris and deposed Kaumaris
staggers the imagination" (p. 313). And there are appropriate touches of narrative romance, as in
accounts of dazzling temples that are guarded by Miga serpents that have "terrestrial treasure, the
jewels and precious metals stored within their subterranean realm" (p. 357).
Finally, the most important section of Nepal Mandala is that which treats the character and functions of
Brahmanical and Buddhist "immortals", including gods and demi-gods, mothers and grandmothers,
serpents, sages, and sorcerors. Red ·and white emanations of Matsyendranatha, as protectors of the
realm, for example, are brought to life from the 14th century to the present day along with other lords
(natha) whose origins are puzzling. Unravelling complex cultural strains, the author suggests possible
reasons for the universal prominence of Matsyendranatha, the great Magician, as a very Nepalese ideal:
The seemingly sudden mutation into the Siddha Matsyendranatha of a venerable
diety who for at least a millennium had been worshipped in the guise of
Avalokitesvara raises a perplexing question. A satisfactory answer cannot now -or perhaps ever --be provided.
Given the apparently late date of the
transformation of Matsyendra's companion Gorakhnatha at Gorkha, one cannot
help but suspect Gorkhali influence" (p. 369).
Non-sectarianism in Nepal is illuminated by this important study as by few others, revealing remarkable
unity in the "family of the Hindu/Buddhist pantheon within the cosmic map.
Nepal Mandala is a definitive work without parallel. It brings to the field of Asian Studies an
indispensable analysis that is marked by impeccable scholarship and imagination.
It charts new
directions while recalling the best of what has gone before in both Nepalese and foreign research. Its
visual evidence supports categorization of time, belief, and society that is based upon the personal finds
and careful conclusions of the author. The book is written with affection and respect for its subject. It
leads the reader to yearn for more--perhaps additional photographs of places or color illustrations of
paintings--but this is a credit to a comprehensive work that calls attention to an array of subjects in the
context of stunning visuals. Nepal Studies may be said to come of age with this complex study that
provides not only theory and record but, most valuable of all, synthesis.
L'Homme
1982

Les F~tes dans le Monde Hindou. (Festivals in the Hindu World.) L'Homme: Revue Fran~aise
d'Anthropologie. 22.3 July-Se pt.

Review by: David Holmberg
Cornell University
Those interested in Nepal will welcome this collection of articles on Hindu festivals. Not only does it
bring Nepali variants of Hindu culture and society (three of the four a rticles are on Nepali festivals, the
other on festivals in village Andhra) from the peripheries of South Asian studies to the center, it opens
additional anthropological perspectives on the important (not to mention r.redominant) Hindu populations
of Nepal. The four articles emerge from a seminar held at the Centr e d'Etudes de L'Inde et de L'Asie du
Sud, a seminar preceded by two others: one devoted to castes, lineages, territory and power (see
L'Homme 18.1, 2 1978) and the other to migration (see L'Ethnographie 1978, 77- 78). All the essays are
framed in a structuralist orientation which attempts to expose an underlying logic and pattern to the
sociology and symbology of festivals and festival cycles. The authors implicitly pay homage to Louis
Dumont--the f oremost contemporary French sociologist to have worked · in South Asia-- whose
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contributions have irrevocably altered pe rce ptions of Hindu cultures a nd societies (even those that
purport to be anti- Dumontian!) a nd reint roduced comparative issues to the for e fron t of anthropological
discourse.
All three articles on Nepali festivals have as a common them e the oscillation be tween order and
disorder . Ma rc Ga boriea u's insight ful a rt icle, "Festiva ls, Tim e a nd Space: A Structur a l Inte rpretation of
the Hindu C a le ndar Studied in its Indo- Ne pali Version" , re ve als t ha t the Hindu cale ndar is divided into
two parts. A four month period (caum as) which includes the months of Sa un, Bhadau, Asauj, and Kartik
contains the most important festivals and must, Gaborieu suggests, be conceived as a special time - a
time out of time in which:
All is annihilated and regeneration is prepared; in this primordial interval, in the
primordial waters, gods, demons, and men, the dead and the living communicate,
limits and roles are not yet fixed or ra ther are put in question and reinstated
before the universe returns to its normal course." (23) (My translation).
This annual four month period is also thought of as the retreat or sleep of Vishnu and thus is directly
homologous to the cosmic cycles of creation and destruction (manayuga- s) when the world disintegrates
at the end of the kali ~ and is recreated to be followed by the satya ~· Thus, Gaborieau finds that
the annual cycle likewise includes a phase of disintegration and recreation which occurs in the four
month period (caumas). The festivals of na ga pancami, janai purnima, §and rsi pa'i'icami, dasai, tihar,
which all happen at this time, play out these themes.
•
·•
Perceptively, Gaborieau demonstrates (via a Buddhist text) that temporal cycles are articulated to
movements through sacred spaces which begin in the northeast (center) and go via east, south, and west,
to north which corresponds to the end of normal space, and allow for communication with the
extrahuman: "the end of the movement is not situated in horizontal, terrestial space, but follows a
vertical axis which brings the earth into communication with hells and heavens". (20) (My translation).
Therefore, spatial and temporal movements are analagous and Gaborieau is able to identify important
features of the structuring of time, space, and festivals and the meaning of the sacred in Indo-Nepali
world view. Anyone familiar with Nepali festival cycles will find his brilliant demonstration compelling.
Deriving as it does primarily from Indo- Napali materials, the interpretation should inspire comparative
analyses based directly on Indic materials and on those of other ethnic groups of Nepal. Furthermore, we
can look forward to greater elaboration of sociological and participatory correlates and variabilities in
conceptions of time, space, and festivals- -dimensions on which Gaborieau can only touch.
Gerard Toffin, in "Structural Analysis of a Communal Newar Festival: The de~ jatra of Panauti" provides
us with a detailed ethnographic description . After reviewing the spatial and socio- political structures of
the village, he recounts the major events of this nine day festival, making reference to mythological
accounts where applicable. He then reveals aspects of the structure of the festival, most importantly
the opposition between vegetarian and carnivorous (and alcohol consuming) divinities which is analogous
to the opposition between brahmans and ksatriyas on the one hand and Indo- Nepali and Newar on the
other hand. This intriguing observation implies that within the festivals of Nepal a complex encoding of
inter-ethnic relations has occurred over the last centuries; one wishes that Toffin would have elaborated
on this dimension of the festival more fully. It suggests that festivals are more than the distillation of
an ossified structure but a dynamic process in which those who participate reflect on and confer meaning
to socio- political reality; in other words, ritual is not simply the mechanical expression of structure, it
generates structure. Although Toffin rightly insists on the full incorporation of the Newar into the Hindu
world, we must not in the process deny the unique dimensions of socio-cultural reality in Nepal in which
"caste" (@) is but one dimension of difference . We have important (for lack of a better term) "ethnic"
differences (and similarities) that are not totally encompassed, like caste, by the ideology of the pure
and impure; nor is there agreement as to the bases of these differences across cultures. Toffin isolates a
second structural feature of the festival: the opposition between internal (village) domains of order and
e xternal (forest) domains of disorder . He also links the festival to the turn of seasons . Finally he argues
that the festival functions t o generate a unit y by transcending oppositions (social in particular) and has
the same end as sac rifice--a point which stresses coherence over contradiction and tension in the festival
process.
The final article on Nepal by Veronique Bouillier, "Should Women Play Fun ( L'Homme's
translation) ... Women's Fesivals among High Caste Indo- Nepalese", is an attempt to generalize about the
meaning of women in high caste Nepali society by examining the rituals in which women predominate.
Bouillier suggests that women act out, over the course of these rituals, the stereotypical ideals of sister
(daughter?), wife, and mother as presented in myths, thereby implying an isomorphism between mythic
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images, ritual gestures, and social reality . Moreover, Bouillier seems to suggest that women and men
have similar interpretations of the rituals and that women's interpretaton is precisely what the men wan t
it to be; she does not allow for the possibility tha t women and men may have differing views (she may
have relied too much on Brahmanica l pamphle ts), a somewhat problematic assertion in light of
contemporary work in the anthropology of gender . Inspite of a somewhat mechanical view of ritual
symbology as transparant gestures a nd manipula tions , Bouillier , by considering t he range of women' s
rituals, brings a comprehensive overvie w to the plac e of women in Hindu rituals and brings to light new
ethnographic material-- particularly on the festival of rsi pancami .
In conclusion, she suggests that we look to beliefs about witchcraft in searching for inversions of ideals
of proper sister, wife, and daughter --an observation that has been developed by others in reference to
Indic materials. Overall, she redevelops the theme of the ambivalence toward women and sexuality in
Hindu culture.
Herrenschmidt's article, "Which Festivals for Which Castes?," is the most intriguing theoretically.
Through the analysis of three festivals in Andhra, the pantheon they celebrate, and their sociological
correlates, he demonstrates that a unitary reconstruction of a village festival calendar (and, thus, village
religion) may be an illusion and that in dealing with a village religious system we are confronted with
multiple (and select) points of view which individually can never present a coherent and total view of the
religious system. The question which arises from such a perspective is can the multiple perspectives be
related to form a system on another level? In sum, Herrenschmidt's essay points to a new orientation in
the interpretation of Hindu culture, an orientation which allows-- along with the essential unity of Hindu
culture--for contradictions, tensions, and multiple variants, and keeps the relations between these
differences at the forefront of analytical endeavor.
The essays on Nepal in their primary concern with the relation of order to disorder could be reconsidered
in light of Herrenschmidt's conclusions. It appears to be as important to consider the relations between
complementary and contradictory reconstructions of order as to consider the relation of order /disorder.
The attention to structure, especially in the attempts to interpret the meaning of particular festivals,
often privileges a formulaic conception (alright for some kinds of ritual but not for festivals) which may
well bring a premature closure and overplay uniformities to the neglect of variability and
complementarity on the part of participants in the festivals; it also neglects the generative or creative
aspects of ritual. However, at this point in the evolvement of studies of Nepali festivals, we may have
to begin by (re)constructing just such formalisms before deconstructing them; thus, I intend my
criticisms here to be entirely sympathetic with the authors' efforts. Overall, the volume contains
numerous brilliant analyses, presents fascinating ethnography, orients us in new directions in the study of
festivals in Nepal, and raises several general problema tics in South Asian studies; in particular, where do
the Newari and the Indo-Nepali fit in the Hindu world?--an issue that I can not take up in this short
review.
Macdonald, A. W., Ch. Massonaud, Ph. Sagant, A. Ve rgati.
1982
Les royaumes de !'Himalaya (Himalayan Kingdoms): Histoire et civilisation. Le ladakh, le
Bhoutan, le Sikkim, le N~pa1. Paris: Impri.11erie Nationale. ISBN 2-11-080784-9. 249 pages,
numerous plates, 6 maps, hard bound. Price FF 540. (To be ordered fro;n: Imprimerie
Nationale / 39 rue de Ia Convention/ F- 75732 Paris Cedex 15 /France).
Reviewed by:

"'
II
Andras
Hofer
Heidelberg

The book is the second volume of the Collection Orientale, hitherto edited by the French mongolist, the
late Louis Hambis. It is addressed to a wide circle of readers but does not resort to short cuts in its
scientific goals.
(1) A. W. Macdonald, who also took charge of editing the book (without figuring as such on the title- page)

discusses in his introductory chapter, "Man and environment," the cultural configurations in the Himalays
as an outcome of geography and history. Particular emphasis is laid upon the structural differences
between the two great politico- cultural drifts that have for more than two millenia been so decisive in
shaping the area into wha t it now is, and that are labelled "indianization" and "sinization:" India
inflitrates, China imposes.
The author also draws our attention to the Buddhist expansion
("mahayanization"), the mechanisms of which have rather been neglected so far, - neglected at least in
comparison to the process of "hinduization" or "sanskritization." The analysis is well-balanced in that it
gives almost equal treatment to all important factors, such as the vertical zonation of the landscape, the
trade routes, political history, the role of ascetics, priests and kings as well as the masses of the common
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people . The contours are neatly drawn, t he formulations to the point, examples a nd contexts chosen with
economical elegance.
(2) The subsequent three c hapters, one on Ladakh (by A. W. Macdonald), one on Bhutan a nd one on Sikkim
(both by Ch. Massonaud) follow the same pattern of t he matic ization: geography, t rade, history, society,
religion and arts . This systematic prese nta tion is welcome because t he authors fill the gap between the
general descr iptive works of the colonial period (Drew's Jammoo a nd Kas hmir, t he Cens us a nd Gazetters,
etc.), which are outdated, and the recent, more speci alized st udies (Sne llgrove /Skorupski on Ladakh, M.
Aris on Bhutan, e.g., apart from some Indian publications). Massonaud's chapter on Bhutan is the most
informative and vivid among the three.
The first part of the book, along with the introduction, undeniably widens our scope by demonstrating the
importance of the Tibetan hinterland for the understanding of the phenom e non of the "Himalayan
Interface" as a whole .
(3) Nepal, the largest of the Himalayan kingdoms, is not dealt with as a whole . Obviously, the reader is
expected to regard the Kathmandu Valley and the ethnic minority of the Limbu as representative
samples. The sub-chapter "Kingdoms of the Kathmandu Valley" (by A. Vergati) necessarily focuses on
arts and religion. The author, who also draws from her recent fieldwork, tries to show what is the
specifically Newar and the autochthonous de velopment in iconography, urbanism and social structure,
without losing sight of their Indian background.
Sagant's sub-chapter on hinduization among the Limbu pivots around what one is tempted to call the
tribal heritage in culture and society of this ethnic group in eastern Nepal, and it thus subsumes a
number of his earlier writings (regrettably little known outside France). Like grains of sand maturing to
pearls, it is always events of every day life that constitute the starting point of his ethno-literary essays,
unique in their pre sentation and st yle. From deta ils observed on the spot and stories told by informants,
Sagant distilss the essence of t hose structural principles which other authors, e.g. M.D. Sahlins, worked
out by quite different met hods a nd showed to be characteristic of segmentary societies. Here too the
main theme is how the origin al social organi zation, of which nothing but a facade has remained, became
undermined by the political integration after the Shah conquest. The study bears the subtitle "Once all
Limbu were kings," and the author also atte mpts to explain the meaning of the tradition which holds that
in the remote past the Limbu we re organized in kingdoms. His interpre ta tion may be of some relevance
for other ethnic groups among which the same tradition has been recorded.
Even if the reader readily concedes that any joint venture like this has to face certain technical
limitations, he or she will notice t he imbalance in the conception of the book. While Ladakh, Sikkim and
Bhutan are represente d by concise, full - fledged descriptions, Nepal does not receive the coverage it
would deserve in view of its greater demographic and cultural complexity. I personally also regret that
according to a press release attached with the re view copy of the book, the editor deliberately abstained
from including such areas as Kumaon, Garhwal or Arunachal Pradesh. After all, we have no modern and
qualitatively satisfactory publicat ion presenting a vue d'ensemble of the regions between the Sutlej and
Mahakali rivers, not hing that could replace t he good old Gazetteers or authors like Atkinson or Rose.
And as to Arunachal Pradesh, the former N.E .F.A, the ethnographic discovery of which dates back to as
late as the post-World War II era, the sca ttered papers and small monographs by von Furer-Haimendorf
and a number of Indian authors could provide a more or less solid basis for a conspectus. The only
attempt at such a conspectus, J.N. Chowdhury's Arunachal Panorama (Schillong 1973), is a useful work,
but it hardly satisfies the specialist who looks for a more comparative and problem- oriented perspective.
(The tribal groups to the north of the Brahmaputra do not figure at all in the manual "Ethnic Groups of
Ma inland Southeast Asia" by LeBar et al., 1964 ).
There are a few minor flaws which should be lis ted in passing. For example, the highest altitude limit of
wet rice cultivation in Bhutan lies, to my knowledge, considerably a bove 1300 meters = 3962 ft (p. 70); it
is misleading to say plainly t hat in Nepal "m ar riage with a person from a caste of lower status entails the
loss of status" (p. 177); a nd contrary to what is stated on p. 175, Prithwi Narayan Shah did not kill all
members of the t hree Ma lla families.
Select bibliogra phies are added to each chapter/subchapter separately. Many of the numerous plates are
by the authors, and many of them are good pictures. Here a nd there their layout, especially the side- byside placing of colour and black & whi te photographs, is irritating. It is to the publisher's merit to have
met the expense of producing six maps especially for the book; the one comprising the whole Himalayan
area from the Kunar river to t he Bra hmaputra gorge is particularly informative, even if the reader
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cannot overlok a few misprints and som e inconsiste ncy in the typographical distinction between na mes of
regions and names of population groups . The book concludes wit h - fortunately! - exhaustive indices.
Is it to naive to wish that Les roya umes come out soon in English?

Acharya, Meena, Lynn Bennett, Charlotte Hardman, Augusta Molnar, Bina Pradhan, Drone Rajaure, Sidney
·
Schular, indira Shrestha
1981
The Status of Women in Nepal, Volume I (Parts 1- 4) and Volume II (Parts l - 3, 5-7, &: 9).
Kathmandu, Nepal: Centre for Economic Development and Administration.
Review by:

Kathryn March
Cornell University

The Status of Women in Nepal is a welcome work about the necessity to take women's work seriously. Its
welcome is three- fold: (1) it documents the essential nature of women's work among Nepalese farmers;
(2) it speaks directly to development planning in Nepal; and (3) it is comparative and collaborative. To
accomplish all this, the authors have relied upon the highly specific methodology of time allocation
studies, a method (or perhaps style) which will not appeal to all readers, but which is nonetheless
effective for the purposes of this collection. Above all, The Status of Women in Nepal represents a
remarkable collection, both of the rural communities studied and of the investigative talents of its team
of researchers.
The collection comprises two volumes, with four published parts in the first bolume and seven parts
appearing in the second volume. The four parts of the first volume 1 are preliminary studies of
bibliographic sources, census and statistical materials, legal history, and existing administrative avenues
for change. That volume stands primarily as an overture to the more important work of the second
volume.
It is for the second volume that the research team developed its theoretical commitments and aplied its
methodology for comparing aspects of rural Nepalese women's position. The authors are careful, except
in (or in spite of) the title of their work, to avoid treating women's "status" like a unitary or uniform
phenomenon. "It is misleading" they wrote in the methodological foreward to each study2" to speak of
the sto.tus of women-- even within a single group ... we would expect the status of any one individual--or
any social category like male or female--to be a complex configuration arising from (the) many roles and
the various powers, limitations and perceived values assigned to them" (Acharya and Bennett 1981:
Volume II, Part 9: 3).
In each of the village case studies, the authors utilized the same methodology for observing and
recording women's workload, as well as following similar interviewing guidelines to explore more
qualitative issues. Most importantly, all the authors recognize the importance of learning language and
spending time developing rapport where they conducted this research. Although the authors are to be
commended for their interest in the complex information on religion, marriage arrangements, and other
aspects of both traditional and "modern" socio-cultural perceptions of women's many roles, their
compilation of this qualitative information is competent but routine; the strength of these studies lies in
their painstaking and relentless search for quantifiable measures of the economic needs, obligations and
resources which they feel implicitly underlie other aspects of women's "status." Although other kinds of
studies of the cultural and social variations in of women's values and roles in Nepal are much needed, the
authors' focus on more material features to women's lives is eminently pertinent to the development
objectives of their und er taking.
Among the "survey instruments" developed by the Status of Women in Nepal research team, two deserve
special mention . First is their attention to decision making within households. The authors were aware
both of how importa nt and of how elusive decision making is . The reader may never be e ntirely
convinced that their efforts to reconstruct the many stages of actual decision making events, rather than
asking abstract questions about decision f]1aking ideals, are completely accurate. But their conclusions
that, by a ny meas ure, women are far more acti ve in decision making in a wider range of issues than was
previously ass umed has implications for muc h of development planning, especially training and extension
programs.
1 Already out of print .
2 See esp. the longer discussion of met hodology a nd objectives in Volume II, Part 9, pp. 1-2 4.
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The most central, and ultimately controversial, of their "survey instruments" were the time allocation
studies. That methodology, including the various choices the authors had to make within it, is explained
quite openly in each of the volumes .3 On the one hand, this should allow other researchers to compare
their data to the Status of Women in Nepal material, but as well, it may encourage ope n disagreement
with the authors about the ways in which they have resolved certain of the intrinsic difficulties with
time allocation studies, such as the proper tabulation and analysis of simultaneous activities. In this,
then, the studies share the residual limitations of even superb time allocation studies; but at the same
time, they speak unequivocally and com·pellingly of the time consuming demands of women's work in
rural Nepal.
In the process of working out their time allocation studies, an interesting and theoretically significant
potential distinction seems to have emerged in the authors' thinking. Since traditional statistical studies
of labor frequently mask or ignore much of women's work, the authors' desire to measure women's work
led them to distinguish three aspects to the farm enterprise of Nepal: (which they call) "conventional
economic work" (animal husbandry, agriculture, manufacture, income earning activities); "expanded
economic work4" (hunting and gathering, collecting fuel and water, building houses, and processing
foodstuffs); and, finally, "domestic work" (cooking, serving, washing dishes and laundry, housecleaning,
shopping, and caring for children). The studies conclude that:
"Even by the strict national census categories, the study reveals that the time
women spend in (conventional) economic activities is approximately 80% of men's
(an average of 4.62 versus 5.81 hours per day).
When the provision of essential subsistence goods such as water or fuel (what we
have called "expanded economic activities") is included in the measurement of
economic activity, women's average daily time input is slightly higher than men's
(6.80 hours versus 6.72 hours).
Including essential services ("domestic activities") increases women's overall work
burden to 44% higher than men's (! 0.81 hours versus 7.51 hours).
Women are responsible for 86% of the time put into domestic activities, 74% of
the time spent in expanded economic activities, in addition to 49% of the total
time put into conventional economic activities"
(Acharya and Bennett 1981: Volume II, Part 9: 306, emphasis in original).
These figures make an indisputable case for at least opening the discussion of women's economic work
and worth. Clearly some new measures are needed if we are to capture the additional subsistence and
domestic obligations currently met by women in rural Nepal. This recognition is important both in
theoretical studies of the economic position of women, especially for comparative or cross-cultural
purposes, and, as well, for planning development alternatives that will not simply modernize the
conventional economic sectors at the expense of aggravating women's "double day."
The authors were correct to devote substantial attention to their objectives and methodology because of
the scope of their comparative and collaborative undertaking. Together, the team of four Nepalese and
four non-Nepalese, one man and seven women, of many varied disciplines, worked separately in eight
village communities, spanning a wide range of ethnic, religious, linguistic, and ecological lifeways across

3 It is presented in the most clear and complete detail in the Acharya and Bennett summary Volume II,
Part 9.
4

Because all this work falls in non- market subsistence sectors of rural economy, it has been suggested
more recently that this work be referred to as "subsistence work" (Bennett, personal communication).
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Nepal. To appreciate fully the audacity of their efforts requires a chart (adapted from the volumes):
Community

Region/District

Village Name

Researcher

Baragaonle
(Tibetan-speaking
peoples)

Western High Mountains
Mustang

Kagbeni

Sydney Schuler5

Kham Magar

Far Western Middle Hills
Rolpa

Thabang

Augusta Molnar5

Lohorung Rai

Eastern Middle Hills
Sankhuwa Sabha

Pagnma

Charlotte
Hardman5,6

Maithill
(Mixed Castes)

Eastern Terai
Dhanusha

Sirsia

Meena Acharya

Newar
(Jyapu and others)

Kathmandu Valley
Lalit pur

Bulu

Bina Pradhan

Parbatiya
(Brahman, Chetri &
low caste Sarki)

Central Middle Hills
Kavre Palanchowk

Bakundol

Lynn Bennett

Tamang

Central Middle Hills
Sindhu Palchowk

Katarche

Indira Shrestha5,6

It can only be hoped that their study will set new horizons for comparative studies within the diversity of
Nepal, as well as for collaborative research involving both Nepalese and non-Nepalese scholars. Future
work in Nepal should continue to avoid overgeneralizations about Nepal through the same careful
attentiveness to of the differences represented within its national boundaries that dignifies this study.
Similarly, although there is little doubt that we will continue to hear from the major authors, Acharya
and Bennett, I trust that this U.S./ A.I.D. supported? study will not mark the last time we hear from the
other authors--C. Hardman, A. Molnar, B. Pradhan, D. Rajaure, S. Schuler, I. Shrestha. Indeed, if this
review were to engage in recommendations, the most important would be that A.I.D. not only take steps
to ensure that both volumes remain easily available, but, as well, seriously consider including the missing
two case studies--on the Lohorung Rai and Tamang--in a reissued edition. Their absence in the present
series haunts the reader like a missing tooth.
Overall, it is impossible to assess these studies except in relation to their intended purpose of informing
development interventions. The authors' prose is clear and readable, but tightly constrained by the
comparative framework and methodology. While this at times makes the various case studies seem
somewhat interchangeable, it allows the cumulative comparison of selected data on resources,
productivity, and labor obligations. These comparisons are presented in literally hundreds of tables and
charts, which, although marred by frustrating inaccuracies& perhaps caused by the authors' obvious--but
sometimes uncritical--delight in the statistical capabilities of Nepal's minicomputer revolution, never-

5

These indificuals who were already in Nepal doing doctoral research on women in the respective villages
informally joined the project team as "co-operating anthropologists."
6

Never (or not yet) published.

7

U.S./ A.I.D. Nepal is also the primary distributor of the remaining copies of The Status of Women in
Ne pal.

8

such as, especially, in the pivotal summary of time spent in all three types of work, in all the cases
studied, by sex, where the figures provided for men's and women's time spent in "domestic activities" do
not even approximately tabulate (Acharya and Bennett, 1981: Volume II, Part 9: 158).
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the less display the extensive data they collected in a visually accessible fashion. The visual effect of the
text itself is highlighted by a fine collection of photographs, mostly by Ane Haaland .
Paradoxically, it is precisely the failure of The Status of Women in Nepal to be at either the frontiers of
great literature or great social science that makes it most useful to development planning. The authors
do only what they need to do, but do it carefully, to demonstrate the necessity of recognizing the
importance of women's work in rural Nepal .
The strategy behind each of the theore tical,
methodological, and presentational choices in all eleven monographs culminates in specific
recommendations for development planning and implementation. Just as the authors expect us not to be
startled by their assertion about their collaborative enterprise "that from the very beginning there was
very little of the mutual epistemological suspicion and disparagement of rival techniques which so often
characterizes the partnership of the economist (Acharya) and the anthropologist (Bennett)" (Acharya and
Bennett 1981: Volume II, Part 9: 8), so, too, they move with a tenacious confidence to a five page
executive summary of ten "outstanding conclusions" and ten development "recommendations" (details in
Vol. II, Part 9; summary in all parts of Volume II). Even if there is not time to read all of The Status of
Women in Nepal, the authors' summary should be required reading for all who work, or intend to work, in
Nepal. It minces no words and provides pragmatic objectives for development planning for women in
Nepal. As our understanding of women in Nepal and the objectives for development in Nepal both
deepen, some of the authors' recommendations will undoubtedly be revised, but their present work stands
as a welcome, much needed, and constructive beginning.
Chase, Judith
1983

Nepali Handmade Objects on Exhibit

Review by: Deepak Shimkhada
Claremont Graduate School, California
The old water vessel is rusty--much of its surface is rubbed off, greased--and yet pleasing. This is just one of
myriad objects procured by Judith Chase in Nepal, the mountain-girt kingdom in the Himalayas, currently on
view at the Craft and Folk Art Museum in Los Angeles. The conception that began some six years ago finally
came to reality on February 22 in the form of this articulately organized exhibition Handmade in Nepal. The
exhibition continued through May 22.
Ms. Chase, the Museum's Guest Curator, began collecting domestic objects in Nepal as part of her research,
funded by the Lebensburger Foundation and the JDR 3rd Fund. The present exhibition is the result of her
quest which took her to some of Nepal's remotest parts, looking for objects whose aesthetic value many of us
have neglected to recognize. Ms. Chase has traveled in Nepal extensively in dreadful cold in the north and
scourging heat in the south. But every time she has come out undaunted and gratified. The diversity of
objects in the exhibition tell the story of Ms. Chase's determination and her fascination for Nepal.
The two small rooms in Gallery I, where the exhibition was laid out, seemed to provide proper settings for the
objects much as they would normally be found cluttered in the small rooms of a Nepali home. In addition to
various utensils, furnishings, textiles, jewelry, farm tools, objects used in the processing, transportation,
storage and preparation of food, there were some forty large photographs that provided a "visual link between
the material objects and their physical and cultural environments, projecting something of the quality of life
of the people who make and use these objects". All of the objects, needless to say, are perfectly functional as
they once formed part of the peoples' daily lives in different settings and times.
Stark simplicity without loss of imagination is what underlies these objects. Their charm and beauty lie not
only in the eyes of the beholder but also in the objects themselves. Created with total honesty, the objects
reflect the maker's understanding of forms and their relationship to his own environment.
The manner in which the exhibition was organized
high northern frontier bordering Tibet, the viewer
gallery. The objects in the mid-section of the
country, while the last two represented the vall'ey
India.

conformed to the geography of Nepal. Beginning with the
descended to the lowlands as he or she walked through the
gallery represented the rugged middle hills region of the
of Kathmandu and the Terai, the southerly plains bordering

An exhibition of this kind and magnitude is rarely seen outside the place of its ongm. It offered
opportunity for those wishing to learn about the peoples of Nepal and about their crafts. The maker's
create an interesting design demonstrates his desire to express "patterns of feeling" even in the
objects of daily use such as those seen in .the exhibit. In brief, Handmade in Nepal reflected Nepal's
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a unique
effort to
simplest
different

ethnic cultures, still thriving in harmony with the environment . The beauty and cultural data that the objects
provide made them well worth a visit t o the Cr aft and Folk Art Museum .
Limberg, W.
1982

Landbesitz und Feldbau in So1u-Khumbu (Mount EverestGebiet, Ost- Ne pal . Studies of Settlement , Land Tenure and Cult ivation in Solu-Khumbu,
Mount Everest Re gion, East Ne pal). Beitdige zur Sherpa- Forschung, Teil V, ed. by F. W.
Funke. Khumbu Himal vol. 12. Innsbruck: Universitaetsverlag Wagner. ISBN 3-7030- 0107-0.
154 pages, 35 plates and diagrams, 6 supplements: 5 maps and one chart. Hard bound. Price
DM 75 . All headings, captions and map legends also in English. English summary.

Reviewed by:

/

II

Andras Hofer
Heidelberg

The central part of this publication, which evaluates the findings of field research carried out in 1965
and 1967, is made up of six supplements, while the book proper may be regarded as a detailed comment
on them. Five of these supplements are maps based on the East Nepal Maps by E. Schneider: (I)
Distribution of ethnic groups in Solu- Khumbu; (2) The ancient clan territories of the Solu Sherpa; (3)
Vertical zonation of cui ti vation in Solu- Khumbu (scale 1:100,000 meters); (4) Distribution of land
ownership among castes and ethnic groups in Bhandar panchayat (upper Likhu Khola); and (5) land use in
Bhandar in August 1965 (scale 1:10,000 meters). The sixth supplement is a chart showing the vertical
differentiation of cultivation between 1,400 and 2,800 meters elevation in Bhandar panchayat, the main
fieldwork area of the author.
One of the chief virtues of the book is the painstaking mapping and the cultural geographer's attempt to
combine structural and diachronic perspectives. The maps illustrate the present situation as a result of
the interplay of natural and human factors, namely the vertical zonation of vegetation as conditioned by
climate, on the one hand, and history, social structure (land tenure, inheritance) and economics, on the
other. Additional information drawn from legal documents, genealogies of Sherpa clans and Chetri
families, oral testimonies and direct observation, augment the maps .
The first three chapters give an overview of history, demography, the genesis of settlements and land
tenure in the Solu, Pharak and Khumbu areas. For example, in chapter 4 on Bhandar, we learn, among
other things, that the Sherpa immigrating from Tibet in the 16th century A.D. and "importing" a high
altitude adaptation were able to occupy the then empty elevation "storey" above 2,000 meters. An overt
conflict between the Sherpa and the Indo- Nepalese, mainly Chetri and occupational castes, was
precluded because the Ia tter, again due to their "imported" adaptation, preferred the "storey" below
2,000 when they began to settle there during the 19th century. Limberg even cites cases where Sherpa
voluntarily transferred their holdings to the newcomers if these happened to lie below 2,000 and were
thus regarded as "too hot and humid" for them.
Limberg, who adopts Murdock's definition of clan, demonstrates that originally each exogamous Sherpa
clan or sub- clan had had its own territory, and that the Nepalese government later confirmed this kind of
communal ownership, known as Kipat, during the 19th century. As elsewhere in Nepal, the government
nevertheless tried to gradually transform the kipat into raikar, that is, (by broad definition) individual
ownership. The process ended during the 40's in the formal abolition of kipat.
The reader is thus prompted to compare the Sherpa to the Limbu in far eastern Nepal. Contrary to what
others have stated in regard to the Limbu, Limberg maintains that among the Sherpa it is the
disintegration of the ancient clan organization that motivated the disintegration of kipat, and not vice
versa. The territorial basis of the clan was undermined when Sherpa clans owning large areas of land
started conferring full kipat rights upon uxorilocally married son- in-laws . In other words, if I rightly
understand Limberg, the initial reason for the disintegration of kipat tenure lies in intra- ethnic rather
than external factors . External factors· cam e to take effect only lat er; even then the government's
measures converting the kipat of the Sherpa into raikar concerned solely that elevation "storey" below
2,000 meters which the Sherpa cultivators traditionally avoided . On the whole, this is quite in contrast
to the situation in the Limbuwan where the original settlers and the Indo- Nepalese immigrants had' to
share the same elevation "storey", and where alienation of kipat land was further enhanced by the
indebtedness of the Limbu (which was not the case at all with the Sherpa, as it seems).
One of the most convincing parts of the book is devoted to a group of Chetri in Bhandar. Limberg
succeeds in minutely reconstructing the development of settlement and the successive segmentation of
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land as a consequence of "imported" group- specific rules of inheritance. Whereas among the Sherpa
kipat rights are vested in the clan as a whole, among the Chetri it is the joint family which owns and
manages the estate.
In chapter 5 the vertical and horizontal differentiation of cultivation is discussed. First, three main
categories are distinguished: (a) artificially irrigated wet fields (khet), and (b) dry fields (bari), both
being characterized by closeness to the settlement and intensive, permanent cultivation; and finally (c)
dry outfields (pakho) which, due to their distance from the settlement, are extensively cultivated. These
three categories are then correlated with six altitude "storeys" or crop zones with particular emphasis
upon the various systems of crop rotation. The latter are shown to be conditioned by the fact that with
increasing altitude the vegetation periods of the plants get longer; thus a great deal of variation in
rotation is required when the harvest of the preceding crop comes too close to the sowing of the
subsequent one. - In a final section Limberg clarifies the question of the upper limits of some cultivated
plants. Among others, he corrects the results of some observations made earlier in the area and points
out the importance of distinguishing between absolute and marginal limits. We learn, for example; that
maize which was reported to occur up to 2,600 meters, is in fact cultivated between 2,400 and 2,600
meters for green fodder only, this elevation "storey" being too high for the corn-cob to ripen.
The appendices include a population breakdown for the village panchayats of Solu- Khumbu, the German
translations of two legal documents, a chronological table, a glossary of Sherpa and Nepali terms, and a
list of the place names. The book concludes with German and English summaries (pp. 149-151), a note on
the transcription, and a list of the references cited. There is no index.
The reviewer finds that a more detailed discussion of animal husbandry and pastoralism among the
Sherpa should have been included in the book, and is somewhat irritated by the glaring colors used in the
map supplements.
This is a fine piece of work, outstanding in its scrupulous devotion to details which, as seemingly simple
facts, have a fair chance of keeping us busy for a much longer time than a good many seemingly brilliant,
but often ephemeral theses and theories.
Fwtke, F, W., W. Frerkes, Ts.T. Thingo, P. Tsering, W.A. Frank
Die Sherpa wtd ihre Nachbarn (The Sherpa and Their Neighbours). Beitrage zur Sherpa1982
Forschung, Teil VI, ed. by F. W. Funke.
Khumbu Hi mal vol. 14.
Innsbruck:
Universitaetsverlag Wagner. ISBN 3-7030-0108-9. 295 pages, 11 plates, 92 figures, maps and
diagrams. Hard bound. Price DM 75.
;-
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Review by: Andras Hofer
Heidelberg
This is a supplement to the volumes of "Contributions to Sherpa Research" in which a team headed by
F. W. Funke published the findings of fieldwork in 1965-67, and which is part of the Khumbu Hi mal
series. The present volume contains five separate studies and one appendix.
(1) Funke (pp. 13-76) attempts a detailed description of the cultic "bone-aprons" (ornaments and figures
carved of human bones and threaded on strings) as work by tantric specialists and ascetics in Tibet and
Nepal. The bulk of the study is devoted to the iconographic analysis; the rest is made up of (a) the
annotated German translation of a mantra (in Sanskrit/Newari/Nepali) said to be a text of the ascetics,
and (b) various comments. The reader will easily detect a number of spongy formulations and erroneous
interpretations behind a somewhat pompous style. Thus the author confounds the Newar Kusle/Jogi
caste with the Kanphata sect. Obviously unaware of the general practice of earth-burial among the
ascetics of India and Nepal, he considers this custom a clue for the non-Newar origin of the Kusle.

(2) In a sometimes meandering treatise of nearly one hundred pages (pp. 77-170), "Shamans or pseudoshamans among the Sherpa and their .neighbors," Frerkes substantiates his plea for a rather puristic
application of the term "shaman."
He contends that the genuine shamanism in the "classical,"
Northeurasian sense as a coherent cultural complex with a specific worldview is absent in the Nepal
Himalaya, and prefers to call "magician" all those ritual specialists which other authors vaguely
classified as shamanistic.
(3) A "Comparative word list Tibetan-Sherpa-Tamang-Nepali" by Ts. T. Thingo (pp. 171-208) presents
about one thousand entries without any linguistic ambition. Tibetan and Nepali are rendered in correct
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transliteration, while for transcribing Sherpa and Tamang t he a uthor follows his own method . The
Tamang material was collected in Nuwakot and Helambu, and the specialist interested in dialectal
differences regrets the lack of any hint at the provenance of each word in the list.
(/+) Funke, Thingo and Tsering present six ritual t e xts in Tibetan, which were collected from the Sherpa:
(a ) "Dogpar" , a re cita tion for warding off (z log- pa ) the e vil ; (b) "Chod Thugje Chenpo", a text in three
parts bearing on t he "m editative realization" and the "consecration of the mandala" ; (c) "Digshag
Nangsong Kunjom", an expiative prayer (sdig bshags); and (d) "K a ndhor Ketjang" (mkha' 'gro'i gad
rgyangs), a text recited in connection with t he death rituals. Only the latter is rendered in full
translation; for the texts (a) - (c), the authors content themselves with annotated summaries. The use of
diacritics is often arbitrary, and the indroductory comments seem to have been formulated in haste.

(5) In his "The 'Tamang'-S herpa of the Langtang Valley" (pp. 251 - 278), W.A. Frank gives a useful report on
the demographic situation of this area. Elements of material culture, certain clan names, the word
"Sherpa" in the name of the settlement Sherpagaon and some more or less vague information furnished by
local people prompt the author to conclude that the inhabitants of the Langtang Valley are in their
majority ethnically identical with the Sherpa of Solu- Khumbu. This thesis is as questionable as the
method by which it is arrived at. In a postscript, Frank relativizes it by referring to a more recent study
by Hall (Contributions to Nepalese Studies V, 2, 1978: pp. 51 - 68), which shows that a closer examination
of criteria such as dialect , kinship organization, interaction with neighboring groups, etc. is required.
(6) The appendix contains the photocopies of the Tibetan originals of "Kandhor Ketjang" and "Rus yig."
The latter is that genealogy of the Sherpa clans, which was analyzed by Oppitz in his "Geschichte und
Sozialordnung der Sherpa" (Khumbu Himal vol. 8, Innsbruck: Universitaetsverlag Wagner 1968).

Cooke, Hope
1980

Time Change: An Autobiography. New York: Simon and Schuster. 285 pages, illus. $15.95.

Review by: Fritz Blackwell
Washington State University
This reminiscence seems to be suspended somewhere between soap opera and history. It suffers in
organization and insight. Yet, if one approaches the book as a "general reader", from the point of
curiosity, rather than as a scholar, it is of some interest.
The author comes across more as a self- centered (but not introspective), confused, and somewhat spoiled
socialite, rather than as a scheming agent of the U.S. government (P. Raghunanda Rao, Sikkim: The
Story of Its Integration with India (New Delhi: Cosmo Publications, 1978, pp. 24, 77), maneuvering a
weak, naive husband out from "under the protective leash of India" (Lal Bahadur Basnet, Sikkim: A Short
Political History, New Delhi: S. Chand&. Co., 1974, p. 125; pp. 122-32 ).
There are many, many observations and incidents related--but none really in much depth nor in terms of
an over-all context. One would like to be able to say that the book would be of value to the serious
student of Sikkim, for if not the arch schemer in the dramatic events of the decade of 1963-73, Hope
Cooke was certainly a star witness . But the events in which she was central, which affected her most
intensely, and which she records, were largely of a domestic nature; even when not, she really doesn't
e vince interest in the events for their own sake or importance; rather, she is preoccupied with as how
they affect her.
Perhaps the primary characteristic of this autobiography is the pervasive melodrama, which seems to be
caused by the constant use of the narrative present and the consistent self-pity. Examples abound, but
two short ones (pp . 250, 254) will suffice:
The Gangtok general comes one · e vening to "take his leave" as he is going on
posting. Insolent, jeering face. He has done his job well. In his piping voice he
unctuously invites us to visit him in Assam or wherever he is assigned. They will
never let us out . I look at him, straight t hro ugh to the middle of his skull. "If we
live", I whisper.
"Oh, General", I say, laughing gaily. "Look at you now, always off in nonfamily
stations". They are afraid I will tell. I ask the general for an army escort for our
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drive down. He looks surprised. I insist. This way they can't stage an accident.
It will be their responsibility.
It must be stressed that these examples are presented out of context, and that the fear and the reason
for it were undoubtedly real (e.g., the Chogyal's eldest son was later to die there in a car accident such
as she contemplates). Perhaps the author was too close-- physically, emotionally, and temporarily--to the
events she attempts to describe; at any rate, the book exempli fies a place a nd need for ghost writers.
The tone is disturbingly over - personalized throughout. At times the reader can feel that he is
eavesdropping, or reading someone else's mail . Characters, including a lover named Matt, appear from
nowhere and as suddenly vanish into nowhere; there seems to be an assumption that the reader knows (or
should know) who they are, whence they come, whither they go, and why. All this contributes to the
general confusion originating from the underlying rambling style.
It is questionable if the extensive personalized information is of much value, or even interest (e.g., p.
208), "Every night since England I'd been peeing and throwing up in the bed of the poor woman whose
apartment we'd borrowed"). In spite of all the personal trivia (or perhaps because of it), it can't be said
that one gets to know her in any depth; there just isn't much depth presented.
But it is a different matter in regard to the late Chogyal, that tragic figure who died a little over a year
after the book came out, after being divorced by Hope Cooke, and denied his children. Whether it be
because of what is said, or what is left unsaid but seems to be inferred, the tragic aura of the king and
his principality are intensified.
At the time of the marriage, and for some time thereafter, the image was that of a story-book romance,
a fairy tale come true--the New York debutante and the king from an exotic land somewhere near
Shangri-la. There is a certain pathos about this, as though the fairy tale stopped before the ending--as
the clock strikes twelve and the coach horses revert to mice, the splendid carriage to a pumpkin. The
whole tale--the wretched childhood, rootless adolescence, unhappy marriage--are ingredients to delight
the Bombay cinema world (or American TV producers; it has all the trappings for a mini-series).
It is not that the story is not worth telling; it is. But it is in the telling that it is lost.
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